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Marty and Mars by Thomas young 

08/10/21 

Marty and Mars Alternate Pilot 1 

NARRATOR 

Marty is not your average teenager. 

He’s not popular or the captain of 

the football team. Marty has an 

obsession with the unknown. 

SizzCo Studios Presents ... Marty and Mars... (music)  

NARRATOR 

Our story beings ... 241.42 million 
from Earth... On a well-known but at 
the same time unknown planet called 
Mars. 

1 THE WAR ON MARS ISNT BETWEEN THE SUSPECTED ALIEN RACE THAT 1 

EVERYONE WOULD ASSUME. NO NO... IT’S ACTUALLY HOME TO A VERY  

OLD RACE OF DEMONS. AND THEY HAVE BEEN WAGING WARS ON ALL  

OTHER HABITANTS ON THE RED PLANET. UP UNTIL THIS POINT.  

EARTH HAS BEEN LEFT OUT OF THIS WAR ... UNTIL 2 TEENAGERS...  

STUMBLE APON A DOOR TO MARS... AND LANDS STRAIGHT INTO THE 

MIDDLE.OF THE FIGHT. 

MARTY 

Hey Winona, are you going with me 

tonight to check out that abandoned 

house on Kean Street? 

WINONA 

Are you insane? all the murders that 

have happened there? all the missing 

people? …. I cant believe you'd 

assume I wouldn't go with you ! heck 

yes I'm going. Pick me up at 

midnight? 

MARTY 

you got it. ill text you when im 

outside.. and Nona.. where all black 

this time.. last time you stuck out 

like Blinding light in all white.. 

WINONA 
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"yOu sTuCk oUt lIkE a bLiNdInG 

LiGhT" shut up Marty. Your face 

sticks out like a blinding light of 

ugliness. 

NARRATOR 

Later that night Marty was sitting 

out of front of Winona's house 

waiting for her to show up. 

MARTY 

Hey Nona.. About time you showed up. 

WINONA 

Shut up... let’s get out of here 

before my parents catch us. 

MARTY 

I’m going. I’m going. It’s a short 

drive so it won’t take long. 

WINONA 

Hey there it is.. Crap it looks ever 

scarier at night. How are we getting 

in Marty? 

MARTY 

Don’t doubt my genius. 

Look the back door is unlocked. Let’s go. 

NARRATOR 

As Marty and Winona enter the back 

of the abandoned house on Kean 

street... they had no idea what was 

about to happen next. 

WINONA 

Marty... besides the creepy sounds 

and weird smells and dust... there 

isnt really anything here. 

MARTY 

I think we need to check out the 

basement. 

WINONA you know that’s 
where everyone dies in horror movies 
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right? " OH yA lEtS gO tO tHe 

BaSeMeNt" 

MARTY  

you can stay here if you want. 

WINONA  

Uh....... no no no I’m coming too. 

I’m not staying up here alone. 

MARTY  

thought so... hurry up... the 

ghost might get you... 

Hey Nona... look over there... is that a 

door? 

WINONA 

 Ya a door is not unusual 
Marty. 

MARTY 

Nona... the door has no back to it 

.. It’s standing in the middle of 

the Room. 

WINONA 

It’s one of those trick doors. 

Watch... 

What in the heck... Marty. Look where the door opens too. 

MARTY what is this?! 
It looks like the desert... lets 

check it out 

WINONA fine... lets 
go... but we are coming right 

back. 

MARTY yeah yeah... we 
won’t be long... let’s go. 

NARRATOR 
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As Marty and Winona enter the 

door... it slams behind them and 

disappears. 

MARTY 

NONA... the door is gone... we are 

trapped here! 

WINONA 

Looks like the only way were going 

is forward. And we have no idea 

where that leads. 

NARRATOR 

Marty and Winona were now stranded 

in an unknown place ...a desert... 

It’s never ending as the eye can see. 

MARTY 

We don’t even have supplies... no 

food or water... we are in serious 

trouble. 

WINONA what are we 
going to do Marty? 

MARTY I don’t know 
Nona... i dont know. 

WINONA 

What is that over there? It looks 

like a group of people. And they are 

coming this way. 

MARTY 

Yeah... being that we are not from 

the area... lets be on guard... we 

dont know anything about them or 

this place. 

DEMON GROUP LEADER 

What do we have here? You art 

demons... but... that doesn’t mean 

we can’t take advantage of this 

little situation here right boys? 

NARRATOR 

What kind of situation have Marty 

and Winona gotten themselves into? 
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Production of Marty and Mars comes from SIZZ Studios. 

Written by Tom Young. 
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Episode 2 of Marty and Mars by 

Thomas young 08/11/21 

NARRATOR 

WE LAST LEFT OFF WITH MARTY AND 

WINONA FINDING THEIR WAY THROUGH A 

DOOR IN AN ABANDONDED HOUSE 

BASEMENT. 

THEY ENTERED THE DOOR AND IT SENT 

THEM TO A DESERT PLACE AND THE DOOR 

DISAPEARED BEHIND THEM. 

DEMON LEADER 

We saw you enter through that 

door... and it disappeared... looks 

like you have no way back... that 

means you have no food right? No 

weapons? Well that means you have 

no choice but to come with us... 

hahahahahaaha. Don’t worry... we 

wont hurt you... too much …? 

MARTY 

We didn't know coming through the 

door would send us here. 

WINONA there isn't a way 
for you to send us back or tell us 

how? 

DEMON LEADER 

Oh... well that wouldn't be very fun 

for us. We don't want you 

leaving... 

In fact... you now belong to us. 

NARRATOR 

Marty and Winona were tied up and 

put in the back of a caged dragged 

by a rundown vehicle. Where are 

they taking our 2 naïve travelers 

to? 

DEMON LEADER 

Throw them in the dungeon, we will 

decide what to do with them later. 
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MARTY 
Nona... are you okay? 

WINONA yeah. Just 
scared and don't know what we 

are going to do. 

DEMON LEADER 

You Boy... get up... our Lord wants 

to meet with you. 

MARTY do 
I have a choice? 

DEMON LEADER if you 

want to live... no human 

NARRATOR 

The demon Leader led Marty to the 

Demon Lord, leaving Winona behind. 

Entering the Room along the walls 

Skulls of random unknown creatures 

lined each side... 

There had to be 100's of them lit 

bit a dim light of fire throughout 

the room. 

DEMON LEADER 

Sir... the human boy you have 

requested to see... 

DEMON LORD 

That is all Rami... you can go. I’d 

like to speak to the boy alone. .. 

So boy....What shall I call you? 

MARTY uh... Marty... 
sir... my name is Marty. 

DEMON LORD 

Marty? Like that movie back to the 

future? 

MARTY I 
hate that movie... 

DEMON LORD 
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Why have you come here to this world 

Marty? 

MARTY 

Well... me and my friend were 

exploring an abandoned house and 

found a door... leading here... and 

it disappeared behind us. We didn't 

mean to get trapped here. 

DEMON LORD 

You expect me to believe that you 

don't plan to do something to us? 

Or attempt to? 

MARTY 

I swear sir... we don't have any 

reason to cause any problems. 

DEMON LORD 

Either way boy... you may never 

leave now... it would compromise 

our world... You have two 

choices... Death or Assimilation. 

MARTY 

But you have to let us go... we 

don't belong here 

DEMON LORD 

YOU DARE tell me what I have to do? 

For that tongue... I could easily 

sentence you to death. 

MARTY 

I apologize. For now we will stay 
here... and adapt...but mark my 

words... I will get home one day... 

What is this place called anyway? 

DEMON LORD 
Why its MARS of course! 

MARTY 

MARS?! Are you telling me I am on 

mars? And there is life here? And 

I’m not suffocating to death right 

now? 

DEMON LORD that is 
correct... we have kept our 
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existence secret for millions of 

years. 

MARTY and what do I 
call you instead of Demon Lord? 

DEMON LORD 

Uh... well if you were able to 

pronounce my given name you would 

explode in flames instantly. Let me 

think.... the equivalent to my name 

in your language would 

be....Diablo... 

MARTY Diablo? 

That is too weird. 

DIABLO 
why is this weird? 

MARTY no reason... no 
reason at all Sir diablo. 

DEMON LORD 

Starting tomorrow morning... you and 

your friend will be sent to the 

city to begin your assimilation 

into mars. 

But do not forget... if you so much 

as hint that you are planning 

something... you will be killed. 

         WELCOME TO MARS... Marty 

NARRATOR 

Our two Travelers have found 

themselves trapped on mars 

seemingly forever... with the 

chance to learn the culture and 

live as citizens... how will they 

do with this new world? Find out 

next time we check in with Marty 

and Winona. 
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I Episode 3 Marty and Mars 08/11/21 

by Thomas Young 

NARRATOR 

LAST WE LEFT OFF WITH MARTY AND 

WINONA, THEY WERE TAKEN BY FORCE AS 

PRISONERS. MARTY MET WITH THE DEMON 

LORD DIABLO AND HE WAS TOLD THAT HES 

ON MARS... AND... IS NEVER ALLOWED 

TO LEAVE OTHER WISE HE WILL BE 

KILLED. 

DIABLO INFORMED MARTY HE COULD LEARN 

TO LIVE A NEW LIFE ON MARS. LETS 

CHECK IN WITH OUR TRAVELERS AND SEE 

HOW THEY ARE HOLDING UP. 

MARTY Nona... I'm glad to 
see you are okay! I spoke to 

Diablo... The head dude in charge 

here... he said we are ON MARS! And 

since we walked through the door... 

we are never allowed to leave 

again... because we would give away 

their Existence... and he would have 

to kill us. 

WINONA 

We can’t leave? Wait you’re on a 

first name basis with the Ruler 

here? That’s fun. We have to find a 

way home. I'm not staying here 

forever. 

MARTY we have to play 
nice until we can figure out how to 

get off this planet Nona... don't 

cause any issues... I'm begging you. 

They are letting us live …for now. 

NARRATOR 

As they were told... Marty and 

Winona were led to the city and 

began their journey into the local 

society. 
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WINONA why are all these 
people looking at us... it’s like 

we are tonight's snack Marty. 

MARTY well Nona they are 
all demons... most of them have 

never look at a human in the flesh. 
We have to be careful WINONA 

I’ll make sure to find something to 

turn into a weapon... there is no 

way I'm dying here without a fight. 

ZIAGEL 

You two must be Marty and 

Winona...the humans...who were 

stupid enough to go through a door 

they had no idea would lead them 

here...ha-ha. Let’s get started on 

where you will be staying. There is 

a space of land right outside town 

not populated by anyone... the Lord 

suggested we give you ownership of 

this land to stay there because you 

wont be subject to the demons at 

night .. We like to get … Crazy. 

You will have to fend for 

yourselves. I won’t be here to help 

you. 

We don't give handouts here. You 

have to find your own food. 

Clothing and make your own shelter. 

You can make stuff and bring it 

into town and try to sell it to the 

locals, trade and barter is the 

main system around here. 

As being demons... we don't really 

have a police force... so don't get 

into a situation you can’t get 

yourself out of. I don't know why 

I'm telling you this... you'll 

probably be dead by morning. Man I 

am hungry...care if I take a finger 

or toe? 

WINONA well thanks for 
the vote of confidence Zia gel... so 

I'm allowed to make weapons and 
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defend myself? And no you cannot eat 

our fingers or toes. Creep. 

ZIAGEL 

That is correct... we would rather 

you defend yourself... makes it fun 

to kill you. Well that's all your 

getting from me... better get 

started on building shelter... once 

those sand storms come in .. You’re 

done for without shelter... hahaha 

MARTY 

That was a lot to take in Nona. Were 

only teenagers...? I don't know how 

we are going to do this. 

WINONA 

It’s going to be okay... 1st things 

first... lets get shelter figured 

out... look over there.. There is a 

bunch of junk; mental and stuff. 

Let’s find stuff to use to make a 

hut or something. YAY … 

decorating... my favorite (sarcasm) 

MARTY 

At least you still have a sense of 

humor right? … Look this metal will 

work great for a foundation and 

walls. And should keep any sand 

out; and look here it’s like a 

fabric cloth that's really thick. 

This should help keep us insulated. 

NARRATOR 

As the day went on Marty and Winona 

found discarded junk and supplies 

to make a Shelter with 2 Rooms... a 

bathroom and a kitchen area... 

though it was not the nicest...for 

now it would keep them warm and 

allow them security and shelter. We 

will check back in with them on the 

next episode of Marty and Mars to 

see what progress they have made. 
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1 EPISODE 4 MARTY AND MARS BY THOMAS YOUNG 08/11/21 1 

NARRATOR 

WHEN WE LAST LEFT OFF WITH MARTY AND 

WINONA... THEY WERE RELEASED FROM THE 

CUSTODY OF THE DEMON LORD DIABLO AND 

WERE SHOWING TO A PIECE OF LAND 

OUTSIDE TOWN WHERE THEY WERE GIVEN 

PROPERTY TO LIVE ON AND FEND FOR 

THEMSELVES. THEY SPENT THE NEXT DAY 

BUILDING THEIR SHELTER WITH DISCARED 

JUNK. LET’S CHECK IN AND SEE WHERE 

OUR TRAVELERS ARE AT NOW. 

MARTY 

So let’s go over what we have done 

so far Nona. 1st we build our 

shelter. Then I let you decorate 

it... worst decision ever. Did you 

really need to make creepy dolls? 

WINONA 

Hey now... id like to see you 

decorate a place with all this mars 

junk. Since I did the work... I'm 

going to name our land...hmmm how 

about Winona Way? And don't talk 

about my Dolls... they are like 

scarecrows. 

MARTY 

Not happening... nope... we could 

name it Marty Hut 

WINONA 

We... not happening... this is 

harder than I thought it would be. 

Hmm... I got it! Mar-Nona! I rock Oh 

yeah Uh Huh! 

MARTY 

I actually like that... Mar- 

Nona...sweet. From this point 

forward we shall live on the land 

called Mar-Nona... Over time we will 

update it and make it more secure... 

at least until we find our way home. 

I need to finish building the fence. 
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NARRATOR 

Mar-Nona was born... with Space Junk 

and in all its Anti Beauty. Next 

our travelers...which we should 

probably not call travelers 

anymore... Minoans? Eh ill figure 

it out, Must find food...they have 

yet to discover the local 

wildlife... or available food in 

the area... this should be 

interesting... 

MARTY 

Nona... we have to think about food 

and stocking up for times we cannot 

get out due to the sand storms. I'm 

going to explore the area and see 

what we can hunt or pick if there is 

anything. 

WINONA how about I look 
for things to pick and you look for 

things to hunt. We can get it done 

faster before dark comes. 

MARTY divide and 
conquer... I like it. 

Alright ill head out now. 

NARRATOR 

As Marty explored the area... he was 

surprised to find that hidden behind 

a mountain out of view was a forest 

of not green... but Purple and light 

colors … nothing like he had ever 

seen on earth. He heard what sounded 

like mars version of Birds and 

crickets... but the sounds were more 

hoarse and frightening. 

MARTY 

I think I’ll check it out but I’ll 

leave the picking to Nona... ill 

check for wildlife...I hope Nona 

finds this place if I don't get back 

in time to tell her about it. I'm 

going to slowly enter this... good 
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thing Nona carved a spear for me out 

of the junk we found. 

What's that Noise? Crap... I better 

hide behind that bush and see what's 

coming. 

NARRATOR 

As Marty hid behind the bush a Very 

Large creature scuffled along with 

what seemed to be 6 legs...it was 

brown in color... Had 3 Eyes; and 

jagged teeth all the way around... 

it made a sound one moment that 

made it sound like a small 

animal... I'm sure to keep the prey 

confused. And at the next moment it 

was a deep sound that would scare 

the largest of monsters. 

MARTY 

I'm going to try to throw my spear 

at it … (hurls spear at the head of 

the monster) Nailed it! Uh oh I 

think I just pissed it off. I'm 

getting out of here. (Running away) 

Crap its chasing me now! I don't 

want to die this way... 

NARRATOR 

Out of nowhere another spear comes and 

hits the creature right in the neck 

and it falls to the ground. Winona 

jumps out of one of the trees and 

starts laughing at Marty. 

MARTY 

Nona Omg! Thank you for saving my 

life. 

WINONA 

Well I knew you'd be dead if I 

really let you go on your own. And I 

was right. Look at the size of that 

thing... I killed it so I get to 

name it! Let me think... How about 

we call this Creature... Six- Ligger 

Monster Thingy... 
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MARTY 

No Nona... I'm sure the locals have 

a name for it already... ill ask 

next time I'm in town... 

seriously... 6 legger monster 

thingy? Wow 

MARTY 

Let’s find some stuff we can pick to 

eat, I just don't know how we are 

going to know if it’s edible or not. 

WINONA 

I think it’s time we just pick some 

and then take it to the locals and 

have to hopefully tell us what's 

safe. 

MARTY 

Nona, look over here, there is 

something that looks like berries. 

But they are white and have the 

seeds on the outside for some 

reason. Nona... what are you doing? 

WINONA 

I am taking what I can off this 

Creature that we killed. I don't 

want it to go to waste. 

MARTY okay that makes 
sense. I’ll just get to the 

gathering then while you do that. 

WINONA 

Yep... leave the heavy work to 

me...typical Marty. 

MARTY Hey, I 
resent that statement! 

WINONA I 

resent your existence. 

MARTY 

Back at you... Nona... The bugs here 

look double the size of earths and 

they are slimier. 

WINONA 
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I’ll just leave the slimy work to 

you Marty. 

MARTY 

I’ll put it under your pillow when 

you sleep. 

WINONA 
what was that? 

MARTY nothing Nona... 
your hair looks nice today. 

WINONA 
That's what I thought. 

NARRATOR 

WE WILL CEHCK BACK WITH MARTY AND 

WINONA LATER. AND SEE IF THEY WERE 

ABLE TO GATHER ENOUGH FOOD TO 

SURVIVE. 
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1 EPISODE 5 MARTY AND MARS 08/12/21 1 written by Thomas Young 

NARRATOR 

LAST WE CHECKED WITH MARTY AND 

WINONA THEY WERE LEARNING TO PICK 

FOOD AND HUNT. THEY CHECKED WITH THE 

LOCALS AND THEY FOUND OUT WHAT IS 

EDIBLE AND WHAT THE MONSTER WAS 

CALLED. LET’S CHECK IN NOW... 

MARTY 

Nona, the locals have informed to me 

that they call that creature we 

found a Lodovica. They say it’s an 

extremely dangerous creature. Looks 

like we got lucky. 

WINONA 

I took all I could from the Lodovica 

and we made some blankets and 

pillows. I also got to make Curtains 

and rugs. We also have food stocked 

up. The Claws, teeth, and bones will 

be great to use for weapons and 

utensils. 

NARRATOR 

Night fell apron the planet. And Mar- 

Nona was silent... outside the land 

conflict was about to suddenly 

bring the silence to a sudden stop. 

Some of the locals have banded 

together out of anger of the Demon 

Lord 

Diablo giving free land and trusting 

Marty and Winona with so much 

freedom. 

MARTY Nona... wake up, 

what was that noise? 

Ill grab the weapons. Stay behind 

me. 

WINONA 

I hear it too. Let’s go out and 

check it out. I just decorated this 

place and we already have 

intruders... just our luck 
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MARTY 

Watch out! Nona! Let her go! I’ll 

kill you all. We are not harming 

anyone... what did we do to you? 

WINONA 

Let me go! (Locals tied up Wynona) 

LOCAL DEMON 

We need to leave a Message that they 

are not welcomed here and it won’t 

be tolerated. 

I have an idea. Let’s take one of 

his legs and leave him for the 

Lodovica to eat. Make sure to burn 

the house to the ground. Take any 

useful stuff. And make sure there is 

no way this leads back to us... we 

are doing this without the Demon 

lords permission. 

NARRATOR 

The Locals proceeded to cut off 

Marty's leg and Throw him in the 

forest to die. They then took Winona 

back to their city as a prisoner. As 

Marty lay injured near death, 

someone seems to be putting him in 

the back of a wagon and taking him. 

MARTY 

Where am I? (In and out of 

consciousness) why can’t I move? My 

head is killing me... Nona where are 

you?! I’ll try to stand up... Where 

is my leg?! Why is my leg missing? I 

can’t feel my arm... I think it’s 

broken... and why is there so much 

smoke everywhere? I need to calm 

down... what would Nona do? I can’t 

keep my eyes open. I think I've lost 

too much blood. Is this how I die? 

On mars? My mom will never know what 

happened to me... I bet she is so 

worried right now. 

NARRATOR 
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Marty wakes up with his leg bandaged 

and in a place he does not know. 

MARTY 

Where am I? Where is my leg?!?!? 

Where is Nona? Am I dead? I have to 

get out of here. Nona needs me. 

Where are my clothes? 

JUCTOOB 

Calm down, I'm not going to hurt 

you. My name is Jacob. I'm not demon 

don't worry. I'm a human just like 

you. And son when I found you... you 

were alone... and I'm sorry to 

say... your home was burned down. 

There is nothing left. And your leg 

was being eaten by the Lodovica. 

MARTY 

Human? I thought me and Nona were 

the first humans on this planet. 

Something does add up here. I bet 

you are demon... don't touch me... 

I’ll kill you. 

JUCTOOB 

They want you to believe that, but 

for many years humans have been 

coming through the door, we are at 

war with the Demons. They have 

pushed us back to the remote parts 

of the Planet... and we have gotten 

pretty good at staying out of their 

sight. We have adapted on mars and 

created a new home for ourselves and 

raised new generations of 

humans...it’s not so bad. 

MARTY 

That just takes this to a whole 

different level. I had a feeling 

that the Demon lord Diablo was lying 

to us. Well now I'm pretty much open 

prey with this missing leg. And they 

took Winona. Just kill me 

now...Don't let me because any more 

stress to you. 

JUCTOOB 
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Well I thought of that while you 

were out for 3 weeks. I crafted 

something that might help... It’s a 

Metal Leg that should return your 

level of movement back to where it 

was. Also your arm was broken, I 

have designed a device that will 

allow extra support and it has an AI 

system integrated into it. I will 

take you to meet the rest of the 

town once you get back on your feet. 

We can’t save anybody until we are 

100% Marty. 

MARTY 

(Puts leg on) this feels weird but I 

will master this... we need to get 

Nona back. And 3 Weeks?! It felt 

like a couple hours. I hope she is 

still alive. 

JUCTOOB 

We have to focus on getting you used 

to that new leg... and making sure 

you don't get an infection from the 

wounds. It’s a miracle you survived 

at all, so take it easy and let your 

body heal the right way Marty. Plus 

I made that leg and I don't want my 

hard work to go to waste. 

NARRATOR 

Marty and Wynona have been split up 

and Marty has been injured... with 

the time that has passed... what 

has happened? Find out next time on 

Marty and Mars. 
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1 EPISODE 6 MARTY AND MARS BY THOMAS YOUNG 08/13/21 1 

NARRATOR 

Last we Left off Marty had been 

attacked and left for dead and 

taken in and saved by humans and 

Winona had been taken hostage. 

Let’s check in and see what is 

going on since last time. 

MARTY 

I'm feeling a lot better, can we 

meet the rest of the other people so 

we can get a plan together to get 

Winona back? And I think vie 

mastered this new leg pretty good. 

It’s still sore because of the wound 

but I can tough it out. 

JUCTOOB 

Marty... I must tell you... the 

locals here are not the type to 

trust easy... Don't expect them to 

to be nice right away. There are 

some already in the town that are 

calling you a demon... and wanting 

you locked up. So please be on 

alert. And don't say thing that will 

make you stand out 

MARTY Yes, I got my 
leg... so weird to say. Don’t worry, 

this isn’t the first time vie dealt 

with people like this. How far is it 

to the town junction? 

JUCTOOB 

It’s about 5 miles in that direction 

MARTY 

5 miles? Are you trying to kill me? 

Alright let’s get going...I want to 

get this over with. 

JUCTOOB 

Everyone! Gather around... this is 

Marty... he’s human... he came 

through the door, with his friend 

Winona. He is the one I found a few 

weeks back and made the leg for. We 

didn’t think he was going to make it 

past the 1st night. 
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HUMAN GROUP 

Jacob, you know that the only way to 

come through the door is if a demon 

activates the door. Hess a demon! 

Why are you helping him? 

MARTY 

Wait... what? Someone purposely 

activated the door with the 

intention of me coming through? 

JUCTOOB 

Marty, I should have told you... in 

order to activate the door... it has 

to be opened using either the blood 

of the demon... and the human it 

wants to enter with it. So that 

means it had to be planned. 

MARTY 

But who would want to do that? I 

don't know any demons, I don't cause 

issues on my planet. That brings up 

a whole new question... who knew me 

and who wanted me here? 

HUMAN GROUP 

That's the question. How do we know 

he’s human Jacob... maybe he’s 

lying... do the Cut Jacob do the 

cut. Do the cut. Do the cut... 

JUCTOOB 

Quiet... Ugh... Marty... the only 

way they are going to trust that you 

are human is if we cut your skin and 

if it doesn't steam and heal...you 

are human...not a demon. 

MARTY 

You are not cutting me... Jacob you 

stay away from me. 

JUCKTOOB we have to 
Marty... or they are going to kill 

you if you don’t. 

MARTY 

Okay Okay fine...give me the Knife 

NARRATOR 

Marty took the Knife and started to 

cut his hand... and his hand started 
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to steam...The shock of the crowd 

and Jacob filled the air. 

MARTY 

No...no.no... this can’t be right... 

I’m Human... IM human... 

JUCTOOB 

Marty let me see... it’s not healing 

instantly... but its smoking... WE 

ALL know what this means... Hess 

half demon...half human. 

HUMAN GROUP Kill him! 

He’s here to kill us all! 

Kill him Kill him kill him! 

JUCTOOB 

No... We will not kill him....he was 

not aware he was half demon... but 

it means his father is demon. Marty 

we are going to ask you one 

question... based on your answer it 

will determine what happens next... 

Are you going to help us bring the 

demons down and get Winona back or 

are you going to join them and 

attack humans? 

MARTY 

What kind of question is that? Of 

course I'm going to take the demons 

down. I wasn't raised in this world. 

I'm more human than demon... 

JUCTOOB 

Than it is settled... Marty will not 

be touched by anyone... if he is... 

The person will be held responsible. 

MARTY 

So now that we got this out of the 

way... who has my Weapon I was found 

with? It’s a long Weapon made out of 

junk. 

JUCTOOB I have the 
sword spear you were found with. 

I’ll go get it for you. 

NARRATOR 

Well that was a revelation ... that 
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Marty is half demon... and that his 

father is full demon. We will have 

to keep an eye on this and check 

back... but for now let’s check 

back in with Winona... it’s been a 

while since we have. 

WINONA 

Let me out of here! You’ve kept me 

in here 3 weeks! I haven't showered 

and I'm starving. You know it’s not 

right to keep a girl locked up for 

this long. 

DEMON LEADER 

Shut up girl... before I cut your 

tongue out and eat it... (Snarls) 

the only reason we are keeping you 

alive is as insurance... in case 

someone comes after you...so shut 

up. 

WINONA 

No one is coming for me... you 

killed Marty... you cut his Damn leg 

off and left him for dead. So I’m 

all alone... NO ONE is coming. Just 

kill me now. I’ll even put my head 

out so you can cut it easier. 

DEMON LEADER 

I said shut up girl! You are worse 

than my Wife. And that is saying 

something. 

WINONA 

I'm only shutting up because your 

breathe smells so bad I might die 

anyway. I don’t know how your wife 

can stand you. 

DEMON LEADER 

My breathe doesn't smell... (Smells 

hand) and my wife loves me... 

WINONA Do you even 
know what love is? 

DEMON LEADER 

Shut up girl! I won’t say it 

again... I thought my breathe 

smelled bad... so stop talking. 
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NARRATOR 

We will check back in with Winona next time 

and see what has been happening to her for the 

last 3 weeks. And Marty is getting ready to find 

the demons... what will he do 
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next? 
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1 INT. EPISODE 7 MARTY AND MARS BY THOMAS YOUNG - 1 

08/13/21 

NARRATOR 

We last left off with Marty and Mars confirming that Winona 

is still alive... under the impression that Marty is dead 

while in captivity. We also learned that Marty is half demon  

MARTY 

So ... I don’t know why I didn’t ask 

about this sooner... but being half 

demon... do I have some sort of 

powers. Can I shoot fire out of my 

hands... or bring lightning out of 

the sky? Oxo Maybe I can fly or have 

super strength! 

JUCTOOB 

Ash! I was waiting for this question 

Marty, Simple answer is yes... 

but... to what extend us don't 

know... because half demons are not 

very common... 

The last half demon disappeared 10 

years ago. Maybe I can look in the 

Library of Demonology to see if 

there is anything that could help 

determine what powers you may have. 

MARTY 

There is a Library of Demonology?! 

JUCTOOB 

Well yeah, we record everything we 

can about the demons. We have to be 

prepared in any situation. And it 

also has as much lineage as possible 

on the demon family trees. 

MARTY 

Makes sense... yeah sorry it was a 

dumb question ... hey do you guys 

have a Starbucks? I would kill for 

some iced coffee right about now. 

JUCTOOB  
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What's a Star Bucks? And what is 

Iced Coffee? 

MARTY 
Never mind Jacob... 

Never mind. Just know that is a 

magical drink that makes you have 

tons of energy and then you crash. 

JUCTOOB 

Why would I want to drink something 

that makes me crash.... it sounds 

like a dangerous drink Marty. You 

should stay away from such things. 

NARRATOR 

While Marty and Jacob check out the 

library of Demonology... Let’s 

check in with Winona... 

WINONA 

Finally you give me food. Taste like 

crap but it at least is edible. And 

are these legs? We gross. I think it 

just looked at me. 

DEMON LEADER 

Do we go through this every day? 

Shut up... girl... You are the most 

annoying creature I have ever come 

across. If you do not halt this 

excessive talking at once... I will 

make sure that you lose your tongue. 

I’m sure it tastes better than 

keeping it in your mouth girl. 

WINONA 

At this point I have no fear of you. 

You’re not going to do anything to 

me. I’m either going to die by your 

hand or by eating this nasty food. 

I demand to speak to the Demon Lord 

Diablo... if he knew you were 

keeping me hostage … I don't think 

it would be a good thing. You know 

what? Actually I think you are 

afraid of what is going to happen to 

you.... this should be interesting 

to see what happens. 
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DEMON LEADER 

No one is going to find us anytime 

soon. Good luck with that. The demon 

Lord couldn’t defeat me even if he 

tried... I am better than him... I 

should be the Demon lord... not 

him... 

WINONA 

You already killed Marty... I got 

nothing left to lose. How about you 

let me out and we can fight one on 

one. Heck I’ll take all of you on... 

and I’ll show you karate... an 

ancient art trained to me through 

something called YouTube... 

DEMON LEADER You 
wouldn’t last 2 minutes girl. 

This you-tube that you speak of 

sounds insignificant in comparison 

to my demon magic. You make me laugh 

Girl of Karate. 

NARRATOR 

Well things are heating with Winona 

trying to get the demons to let her 

fight... She seems to be up to 

something. Let’s get back to the 

library with Marty and Jacob. 

JUCTOOB 

Hahn here we go... The Book of 

Demonic Magic... careful... this 

book is very old Marty. And if you 

speak the words out loud it might 

summon a demon... and we don’t need 

that around here. 

MARTY 

Look junction, this part of the book 

is for half demons... It says powers 

may very if at all. And they is no 

set way to tell what kind of powers 

id have. Dang I can’t fly or cause 

lightning. That sucks. 

It does say some of them I might 

get... Mind reading... and Extra 
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Strength. Wind... It does say I can 

produce electricity from my hands. 

I also have a given right to summon 

demons and lords from the 

underworld... whatever that means. 

I'm going to keep reading this. 

JUCTOOB 

This is interesting... I’ll let you 

read on this...I’m going to check to 

see if there is any more information 

that might be useful to us. And 

Marty... like I said... do not read 

the book out loud... 

MARTY 

Yes I heard you … I'm not going to 

read it out loud... just leave 

already. 

JUCTOOB 

Maybe I can find books on if there 

actually is a way to open the door 

from this side and send them back... 

and maybe take all of us humans back 

with. But I would not even know 

where to start looking. There is 

books on... demon foods, demon 

magic, demon entertainment... demon 

history... ill have to keep looking. 

MARTY wow would you look 
at this... its says the demon lord 

diablo had a wife many years ago who 

went insane and had to be locked 

away for trying to over throw his 

kingdom. It also says that he had 

many children... but no one knows a 

lot of information or its not been 

released who or where those children 

are. It also says she is locked away 

deep in the dungeons of the demon 

lords house. that's interesting.. at 

least she is locked up. 

NARRATOR 

We will Check back with Marty and 

Winona next time..to see if he finds 

any other information out. and we 
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will check with Winona on her 

request for a fight. 
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1 EPISODE 8 MARTY AND MARS BY THOMAS YOUNG 1 

08/16/21 

NARRATOR 

LAST WE CHECKED IN WITH MARTY AND 

WINONA, MARTY WAS IN THE LIBRARY OF 

BOOKS FINDING OUT HIS HISTORY AND 

THAT HE CAN INFACT WIELD SOME SORT 

OF POWERS;AND WINONA WHILE STILL 

BEING HELD CAPTIVE HAS REQUESTED A 

FIGHT..WITH THE GUARDS.. LETS CHECK 

IN WITH MARTY AND JUCTOOB AND SEE 

WHERE THEY ARE NOW. 

JUCTOOB 

Marty come here, I've found 

something interesting. 

MARTY 

What is it juctoob? I'm trying to 

find more out about these powers. 

JUCTOOB 

We never noticed this, the Demon 

Lord Diablo had a queen once apon a 

time called Haidee.. she was said to 

be a Vicious and Vile queen.. even 

worse than the king himself. From 

what it says, she was so out of 

control the king had to lock her 

away in the dudgeon. 

MARTY 

I found that too, i was just going 

to tell you. He also had many 

children and no one knows where they 

are even still to this day. 

JUCTOOB 

I dont know if that is a good thing 

or a bad thing. Also Marty i found 

some information on family you may 

have on mars.. do you want to see it 

now or wait until later. 

MARTY 

I have a bad feeling about this 

information Jucky Juck. I Think I’m 

going to wait on the possibility of 

having any family on Mars. I want to 

know who they are but i know it will 
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be a extremely awkward and 

potentially dangerous situation. 

JUCTOOB 

Jucky Juck? and yes i do agree 

waiting might be the best option. 

MARTY 

Yeah, figured since we are friends 

now id give you a cooler nick name. 

its an earth thing that we do. shows 

that you are friends . 

JUCTOOB 
Friends? what is a friend? 

MARTY 

You know, someone who has your back 

and you have theirs, someone you can 

hang out with and make your own 

family not by blood. 

JUCTOOB 

Ive never had a friend before. I am 

honored Marty of Earth to be claimed 

as a friend of yours. What do 

friends do? do we share food? or 

share wives? 

MARTY chill out Jucky 
its all good. Lets let the others 

know what we found . 

NARRATOR 

CHECKING BACK IN WITH WINONA, JUST 

AS SHE IS WAITING FOR A RESPONSE FOR 

THE FIGHT SHE DEMANDED WITH THE 

GUARDS A LOUD EXPLOSION AND RUNNING 

DEMONS CAN BE HEARD..AND THEN 

IMIDIATE SILENCE. …OUT OF NOWHERE A 

PUFF A BLACK SMOKE AND A FIGURE 

STANDING IN THE MIDDLE OF EVERYTHING 

GOING ON.. A WOMAN... WITH A 

PRESENCE SO POWERFUL.. 

HAIDEE 

It has been 10 Thousand years! 10 

Thousand... YEARS! I have been 

locked in the Dungeon....Do any of 

you have any idea how insane that 

makes a demon? If it wasn't for that 

Gullible Guard who took my promise 
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of riches to let me out … Id still 

be stuck in there. Where is my 

Husband... the Demon Lord Diablo? 

Well is anyone going to answer me or 

just stare at me In utter amazement 

of how i haven't aged a day? 

WINONA 

So much for the fight, I almost fell 

asleep with you talking so much. So 

are you going to let me out of here 

or.. 

HAIDEE 

Who are you ?! Just my luck, a snack 

for waking up from a long nap. 

WINONA 

I am Winona, I came here from earth 

by a door with my friend Marty, who 

was killed by your men 4 weeks ago. 

HAIDEE 

Oh Honey, these are not my men... my 

men would make these demons run in 

fear. I am in need of a servant 

while I re introduce myself to 

Mars... you'll do well. 

NARRATOR 

Just Then a spirit appears out of 

nowhere and possess Winona... it is 

the spirit of Hardee’s Right hand 

Demon... who was killed many years 

ago... This Demon that possess 

Winona now is called Mona... 

HAIDEE 

Ash yes... Mona... it has been May 

years... I am sorry I was not there 

to stop your death at the hands of 

my husband Diablo... How do you feel 

my friend? 

MOXA 

Thank you Hailee... I feel the fires 

of Hell burn boring these days... so 

being set free is quiet the 

different adventure. And this Body 

... It's solo...solo... weak... not 

my own body... but it will have to 

do...for nowwwwww. 
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WINONA 

Get out of my body! Now! This is so 

weird... I can think hear and see 

but I cannot control anything... 

MOXA 

No use fighting it Winona... you 

won’t win... just sit back and enjoy 

the ride... 

WINONA 

I won’t let you do this! I will gain 

control back! I swear to you! 

MOXA Good luck 
with that dear... 

Hahahahaha. 

HAIDEE 

Now Moxa.. lets find where my 

darling husband is and take total 

control of Mars.. When i find him.. 

I’m going to do the same thing he 

did to me for 10 Thousand years! 

NARRATOR 

WHAT A SUDDEN TURN OF EVENTS! THE 

QUEEN OF THE DEMONS ON MARS HAS BEEN 

RELEASED FROM HER INPRISONMENT AND 

WINONA HAS BEEN POSSED BY HER RIGHT 

HAND DEMON MOXA.. MARTY HAS NO IDEA 

WHAT IS COMING HIS WAY. 

WE LAST LEFT OFF 5 YEARS AGO. YES 

THE LAST 5 YEARS HAVE ACTUALLY BEEN 

LESS EVENTFUL THAT ONE WOULD 

ASSUME.. THE DEMON QUEEN HAS BEEN 

SEARCHING FOR THE DEMON LORD DIABLO 

FOR ALL THIS TIME.. BUILDING HER 

FORCES AND STILL HAS MOXA BY HER 

SIDE POSSESING WINONA. 

JUCTOOB 

Marty.. you have come so far in the 

last 5 years training your powers 

and gaining the trust of the humans 

in our society.. But as you know.. 

we have heard rumors ..and I feel 

its time that we go and confirm 

these to be true or not . 
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MARTY 

Jucky.. I dont even know if Winona 

is even still alive... it has been 

so long that I’m sure they killed 

her by now. But i do agree the 

rumors are getting to hard to 

ignore. 

JUCTOOB 

One of the rumors is that the Demon 

Queen Haidee that we read about in 

those books has been released and an 

army is being built by her. Our 

location has always been secure .. 

but i feel that wont be good enough 

for much longer. 

MARTY 

We have long feared this Jucky.. 

that is why i have been training and 

gathering the best this world has to 

offer to take on whatever comes this 

way. Mars has become my home ..and i 

will not let it be taken over by a 

Demon queen with a complex issue. 

While i dont like the Demon Lord 

Diablo .. he still is a better fit 

than the queen would be... whats 

that old phrase.. the enemy of my 

enemy is my friend? 

JUCTOOB 

Marty I don't think that would apply 

in this situation.. but i get the 

sentiment. Would you like me to 

gather the Team ? 

MARTY 

Yes! lets get them together and we 

will see where we stand.. 

NARRATOR 

Jucktoob did as he promised and 

gathered the Team of 4 other people 

hand picked by Marty. We have : 

Wadyn and Radyn, who are twins. they 

have trained their whole lives, 

specializing in hand to hand combat 

and parkour. We then have Myla and 

Deva. Myla is a fierce woman who was 
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raised by Jucktoob since she was 

born..her parents were killed by 

demons.. she sometimes goes off 

without thinking and has a 

temper..but dont let her fool you .. 

she is strong . Our last is Deva.. 

She has amazing knowledge of Mars and 

is great a planning and medical . 
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NARRATOR 
Our next episode will the team 
finally come face to face with what 
they have been training for their 
whole lives? And where isvast Winona 
? 
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NARRATOR 

We last left on with Marty summoning 

the team to deal with the rumors of 

the demon queen haidee returning. 

Lets check in. 

HAIDEE 

Moxa.. i want to cause chaos .. Im 

bored.. 

MOXA 

Haidee you are always bored.. have 

you gotten through all the human 

punching bags already? i just 

replaced the last group we had. 

HAIDEE 

My bad.. what am i saying? i loved 

every minute of it.. But I want 

something else... Mona... i think 

its time proceed with taking over. 

Whether we have my Husband or not... 

We don’t really need him at this 

point. 

MOXA I’ll give the order 
to get prepared. 

This is finally happening. 

WINONA 

We can’t do this! The death of 

people and creatures...it’s too 

much. 

MOXA 

Shut up Nona... your going to get us 

in trouble... we talked about 

this... obviously i dont want to do 

this... Since vie taken over your 

body vie learned so much and want to 

be a good person Nona... but we have 

to play this smart or we wont get 

out of this alive. 

WINONA 

I know...it just gets my blood 

boiling... we need to act now. And 

thank you for letting me show you 

the good in people. 
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HAIDEE 

Why are you just standing there 

staring at me...? It’s weird Mona... 

MOXA My fault Hailee... 
ill be on my way. 

NARRATOR 

CHECKING BACK WITH MARTY AND THE 

TEAM... THEY HAVE GOTTEN WORD FROM A 

SCOUT THAT THERE IS TROUBLE HEADING 

THIS WAY. 

MARTY 

Team I want to take this time to 

open up to you guys and tell me and 

Jucktoob what you are feeling about 

what’s going or about to happen. 

MYLA 

I have something to say... and some 

of you are not going to like what i 

have to say...and quiet frankly i 

dont care... The demons killed my 

parents... and made me live this 

life of anger and what ifs... well 

after today... there are no more 

what ifs for me. If it comes down to 

me saving one of you and killing a 

demon... sorry but not sorry I’m 

going to let you die... 

JUCTOOB Myla! That is 
enough! I will not have you putting 

doubt in this teams head on if 

you’ll help or not. I understand 

that this is hard for you...but it 

is hard for everyone here. 

MYLA 

Jucktoob.. I am sorry. I know it was 

out of line... i just was trying to 

be honest with the rest of the team. 

I’m sure they would let me die too. 

MARTY 
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Okay okay! I think that’s enough 

sharing for now... ive just been 

informed that the enemy is close. 

Let’s do this for the humans of mars 

and for ourselves! 

NARRATOR 

THE TEAM GATHERED THEIR WEAPONS AND 

BEGAN TO MOVE TOWARDS THE IMPENDING 

FIGHT AHEAD. MEANWHILE ON THE SIDE 

OF THE DEMON QUEEN HAIDEE AND 

MOXA...THEY WERE ALREADY CLOSE AND 

READY TO KILL. 

MOXA 

HAIDEE WE ARE JUST OVER THE HILL 

FROM THE ENEMY ... WHAT DO YOU WANT 

TO DO.? 

HAIDEE let’s GET 
GOING... IT’S TIME TO MAKE OUR 

PRESENSE KNOWN! 

WINONA 

MOXA... IF YOU ARE GOING TO DO 

ANYTHING NOW HAS TO BE THE TIME. 

MOXA 

DONT WORRY... I HAVE A PLAN... JUST 

TRUST ME. 

WINONA well it better 
work. Or I won’t be able to 

forgive myself. 

MOXA I know Nona... 
were gonna fix this. 

NARRATOR 

WHAT HAIDEE DID NOT KNOW WAS THAT 

MOXA HAD FOUND THE DEMON LORD AND 

TOLD HIM WHAT WAS GOING ON...? AND HE 

WAS CLOSER THAN EXPECTED... AND 

HAIDEE WAS ABOUT TO FIND OUT THE 

HARD WAY... NOT TO MESS WITH 

DIABLO. 

MARTY 

THERE THEY ARE! ILL USE MY POWER OF 
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WIND TO HOLD THEM BACK UNTIL YOU 

GUYS GET THE UPPERHAND. 

WINONA 

MARTY?! HOW IS THIS POSSIBLE YOU’RE 

NOT DEAD? 

MARTY 

OMG WINONA... i thought you were 

dead too! Why are you helping the 

demon queen? 

WINONA 

I’m not willingly helping... long 

story short... i was posesed by the 

queen’s right hand demon and have 

been for the past 5 years... 

MARTY 
SAY WHAT NOW? 

MOXA 

Marty I’m Mona... we really dont 

have the time to chat right now... 

kinda in the middle of a battle... 

Watch out sword coming at your head. 

MARTY 

Thank you! Almost lost my head 

there...you watch out...Fireball 

coming in hot... 

WINONA 
Who has fireballs?! 

MYLA 

My bad... you must be Wynona... I’m 

Myla... I’m a part of this little 

shin dig... Marty... use your 

wind... 

Arrows coming right at us. 

MARTY 

(Blowing wind) there we go... thanks 

for that Myla. 

JUCTOOB 

Can we all do this later... Wait a 

minute... what is that... 

HAIDEE 
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Yes yes... wait... that’s not a good 

thing... it can’t be... 

DIABLO 

Hailee! This must stop now! I have 

stood by long enough and watched you 

destroy everything in your path... I 

am the demon king... and i will not 

stand for this... But I must 

admit... 

I didn’t get here all on my own... 

MOXA 

Heywood Diabloooo... see you got my 

message. I know we have had our 

differences in the past... but I 

just can’t sit by and watch 

anymore... 

My time back with Nona have really 

opened my eyes to how truly evil 

Hailee is. 

DIABLO 

I understand.... for this I will 

spare your life... and Wynona’s as 

she is the vessel you inhabit. 

WINONA 

Oh thanks... glad...I get to um... 

live... i guess. 

HAIDEE how could you do 
this to me Mona... i brought you 

back and gave you purpose. You’ll 

pay for this. 

MOXA 

Oh and one last thing Hailee... i 

didnt just tell Diablo what was 

happening... i also placed something 

in your pocket... (Snaps fingers) 

NARRATOR 

Just at that moment a Loud Sound was 

heard and a cage appeared out of 

nowhere trapping the demon queen 

Hailee. 

MOXA This time you won’t 
get out so easy. 
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MARTY 

I did not expect this... kind of 

anti-climactic... if you ask me. 

MYLA shut up Marty... he 
might choose to kill us still... 

DIABLO Marty... it’s 
been a long time... 

MARTY That 

it has...Diablo... 

DIABLO 

I heard what my men did to you all 

those years ago... I just want you 

to know I did not sanction that. And 

those men have been apparently 

killed by halide. What we do need to 

do is discuss what is going to 

happen from here...i think i have an 

idea... that benefits the both of 

us. 

NARRATOR 

AND JUST LIKE THAT THE WAR THAT WAS 
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TO BE, 

WAS OVER 

IN AN 

INSTANT... BUT 
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WHAT DOES DIABLO HAVE TO OFFER 

MARTY? AND WILL MARTY TAKE THE 

DEAL? FIND OUT NEXT TIME ON MARTY 

AND MARS. 
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FINALE 

NARRATOR 

LAST TIME WE CHECKED IN WITH MARTY 

AND MARS... THE WAR BETWEEN DEMONS 

AND HUMANS WAS AT A ALL TIME HIGH. 

WITH THE SUDDEN RETURN OF DIABLO AND 

THE SKILLS OF MOXA TO TRICK THE 

DEMON QUEEN INTO IMPRISONMENT... WE 

LEARNED THAT DIABLO HAD AN OFFER FOR 

MARTY... LET’S CHECK IN TO SEE WHAT 

HAPPENS NEXT. 

DIABLO 

MARTY WE HAVE MUCH TO DISCUSS. FIRST 

AND FOREMOST... DONT GET THIS 

TWISTED...I DONT LIKE YOU ... AND IF 

IT WASNT FOR THINKING TOWARDS THE 

FUTURE ID KILL YOU WHERE YOU STAND. 

MARTY 

Well that seems a little straight 

forward... but point taken. What is 

it that we need to talk about? 

DIABLO 

As you might have guessed, thousands 

of demons that were once loyal to me 

turned their backs on me and 

followed the demon queen halide. 

MARTY 

Figured that part out. What does 

that have to do with me? 

DIABLO 

Hush Boy. Your skills are good... i 

won’t doubt that...but...i can’t 

just let you go free... that would 

look bad on me as Demon lord... so I 

am proposing an arrangement of 

sorts. 

MARTY 
I’m listening... 

DIABLO 

Those demons that followed Hailee 

scattered and ran to all different 

parts of the planet... and quite 
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frankly I don't want to get my hands 

dirty... so i want you to take 

yourself and team across this planet 

searching and hunting down each and 

every one of these demons and 

killing them. 

MARTY 

I don’t know about that Diablo. That 

seems like a lot of work. 

DIABLO 

It’s either that. Or ill feed you to 

the demons that stayed by my side. 

MARTY 

Okay... but can you agree to provide 

us with resources and anything we 

need to accomplish this? 

DIABLO I 
can agree to that. 

MARTY and what happens 
when they are all gone. 

DIABLO 

Ill consider it a way to gain your 

freedom. For all of you. 

WINONA 

Sir Diablo... i dont mean to 

interupt... 

DIABLO 
What is it? 

WINONA 

I still am sharing a body with 

Mona... is there anyway... you can 

create a new body for her? 

DIABLO 

I guess that wouldn’t be out of the 

question. 

NARRATOR 

Diablo then waived his hand and a 

new body much like her own body 

from many years ago appeared... and 

finally Winona was free of sharing 

her body. 
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WINONA 

I’m not going to lie...I’m gonna 

Miss Moxa. 

MOXA 

Don’t you worry Nona... im not going 

anywhere... as long as Marty is okay 

with it... im going with you guys to 

hunt these demons down... i need to 

repay my debt. 

MARTY 

If Nona can vouch for you... your 

good by me Moxa...Everyone deserves 

a chance to prove they have changed. 

Oh and Nona ... Our base has been 

setup... and you’ll never guess 

where. 

WINONA 
No...Way... it’s still 

there? 

MARTY 

Yep... Mar-Nona... and its amazing. 

We decided once we were going to be 

a part of this war that we didn't 

want the civilians in harm’s way so 

we left the city of humans and re 

built Mar-Nona... 

WINONA 

Kind of weird how it comes full 

circle Marty. I’m so glad you didn’t 

die... and by the way... nice 

hardware for the missing leg. 

MARTY 

Hey, don’t judge... Jucktoob built 

it special for me... and it’s kept 

me strong. At least I didn't get 

possessed by a demon ha-ha... 

MOXA Hey now... im 
still right here. 

WINONA 

We know Mona... better get used to 

it haha. Let’s head back to Mar-Nona 

and get them started on finding 

these rogue demons. 

MARTY 
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Is that what we are calling them 

now? Rogue demons? 

MOXA 

Sounds right to me. Either way... a 

rogue demon... is a dead demon. 

NARRATOR 

The Group now known as the Mar-Nona 

people headed back to their homeland 

of Mar-Nona... to figure out their 

next step... we can’t forget that 

Demons are Demons... and they are 

not to be taken lightly... this is 

going to be a dangerous undertaking 

by them. 

MARTY 

We survived... that is a plus... and 

i found out my best friend is alive 

still... and she hasnt aged a bit. 

WINONA 
Marty... dont be 

weird... 

MARTY 

That's what I do Nona... i am the 

definition of weird. Now since the 

Diablo never gave us a time frame on 

when we had to catch these rogue 

demons... what do you guys say we 

take some time off... to regroup and 

do this right... 

MOXA 

I’m not complaining on that one... i 

got to get used to this new body... 

i dont remember what it’s like 

having my own body. 

WINONA Me 
either...maxi... me either. 

MOXA 

Hey now... you started to enjoy the 

company with you all the time. Don’t 

lie. 

WINONA I 
plead the 5th maxi. 
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MOXA what does 
pleading the 5th mean? 

WINONA 

Nothing Mona... nothing haha 

MARTY leave the poor 
demon lady alone Nona... she 

might get angry. 

MOXA ill singe your 
hair off you pirate looking human. 

WINONA do 
it! Do it! Do it! 

MARTY don't encourage 
her Nona. She might give into peer 

pressure easier than we know. 

WINONA What’s going 
to happen to Hailee? 

MOXA 

I imagine she will be locked back up 

and tortured... for maybe another 10 

thousand years? 

MARTY I kind of 
feel bad for her. 

WINONA 

Oh no...No no no... We are not doing 

that Marty... we will not rescue 

her... forget it... not happening. 

MARTY I didn’t say 
rescue her... yet. 

MOXA we are not talking 
about this right now... 

MARTY wow already 
gaining up on me... you fit right 

in Moxa. 

JUCTOOB 

Sorry for the interruption, but 

there is a young lady that just 

showed up claiming she is your 

younger sister Marty... 

MARTY I don’t have a 
younger sister... and did you 

forget we are on Mars... 
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JUCTOOB 

Did you forget you are half demon? 

From mars... 
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MARTY 
Oh Crap! 

NOTE( HARD ROCK THEME STARTS TO END THE   
SEASON) 

Message from thomas young and 
credits to the whole crew for 
working so hard on the season. 

NARRATOR 
The time we have spent so far on 
mars have been nothing but insane 
but honestly i think Marty and 
Winona have come to the terms of it 
being home. please check out our 
website sizzandco.com and the 
facebook page to the show. we are 
working hard on season 2 and will 
make it even better than season 1. 
Thank you for listening and we will 
see you .. On Mars.. 


